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DESCRIPTION

44194

2012 Guigal Cotes du Rhone Rose

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$12.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 Cotes du Rhone Rose is a rich, deeply colored effort that offers up ample strawberry, cherry and underbrush-styled aromas and
flavors to go with a nicely textured, juicy profile on the palate." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 87pts

54125

2012 Susana Balbo Crios Rose of Malbec

$11.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright medium ruby. Spicy aromas of raspberry and blackberry with hints of coffee and game. Lush but also juicy and pure on the palate,
with attractive balance and sweetness to its dark berry and violet flavors. This rather wild malbec's ripeness and supple texture are enlivened
by very good balancing acidity. An excellent value." -Stephan Tanzer - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 89pts

56026

2012 Chateau de Segries Tavel Rose

$17.99

N/A

N/A

"Possessing a deep raspberry color, the superb 2012 Tavel is loaded with ripe black cherries, lavender and melon like aromas and flavors
that give way to a substantial, rich, yet pure and classy palate. A big rose, it stays beautifully fresh and lively." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 90pts

57643

2012 Domaine Lafond Tavel Rose

$17.99

N/A

N/A

"A knockout profile of ripe cherries, currants, rose petal and crushed stone-like minerality to go with a medium-bodied, rich, yet beautifully dry
and focus mouthfeel." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

57998

2012 Skouras Zoe Rose

$9.99

N/A

N/A

"A light, easygoing pink coming in at 12.5% alcohol, this emphasizes flavor and fruit, although the acidity is pretty good. It is a consistent
performer in its style, but I do love how it shows when very young. With a rather tasty, raspberry tinge at this early stage in its life, it will likely
make some swoon with delight, but the excellent acidity keeps it from being cloying. This won’t win points for power or complexity, but it
should make a refreshing summer drink. The exuberant fruit will calm down a bit, but many will prefer its juicy, flavor-laced finish just as it is."
- Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 87pts

57996

2012 Vera Vinho Verde Rose

$9.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 Rose is a low alcohol pink, just 11.5% with residual sugar of just 4 grams per liter (meaning it will taste dry, but not as austere as it
might otherwise). In terms of its acidity, treat it as a crisp white wine, not a red substitute, chill it down nicely and it will be refreshing rather
than overly tart. I liked the tension on the finish. It should be wonderfully refreshing on a warm summer day." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 86pts

56110

2012 El Coto Rioja Rosado

$9.99

N/A

N/A

"Orange-pink. Cherry, dark berries and orange zest on the fragrant nose. At once fleshy and lively, offering supple blackberry and bitter
cherry flavors and a hint of white pepper. Finishes a tad warm, with good length and spiciness." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar 88pts

56853

2012 Olga Raffault Chinon Rose of Cabernet Franc

$15.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright orange-pink. Pungent, mineral-accented aromas of redcurrant, dried rose and smoky minerals. Blood orange and red berry flavors
show very good intensity and lift, with a suave honeysuckle nuance gaining strength with air. Finishes smooth and long, with lingering mineral
and floral notes and a hint of bitter citrus zest." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 90pts

67787

2012 Yalumba Y Series Sangiovese Rose

$9.99

N/A

"Colored a shocking pink, this light-footed version offers peppery watermelon flavors that slip smoothly into a refreshing finish." - Reviewed
by: Wine Spectator - 87pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

